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RATIONALE

Programming in C is a primary and essential subject in Computer Science. This course
covers program design using ANSI C - a standardised industrial strength programming
language known for its power and portability. Besides providing the student with a competent
foundation in the C programming language the course contributes fundamental conceptual
and practical principles about computer programming. The knowledge obtained in this
course is necessary for subsequent subjects such as Advanced Programming in C, Operating
Systems, Software Engineering and Database Systems. To these ends, this course provides
the student with an introduction to programming practices at a professional level.

SYNOPSIS

This course covers fundamental conceptual and practical principles that are essential
knowledge for any student interested in understanding computer programming. The topics
included in this course will provide the student with a solid foundation and operative skills
in program design, computer memory management and elementary programming concepts
by example using the C programming language. The knowledge obtained in this course is
necessary for subsequent subjects and highly recommended for any student seeking a
successful career where programming skills would be advantageous.

OBJECTIVES

On successful completion of this course students will be able to:

• write programs in the C language to solve a variety of problems;
• compile and run C programs in either a UNIX or Windows/DOS environment;
• design algorithms to develop simple software;
• explain how programs manipulate computer memory to produce results.
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TOPICS

Description Weighting (%)

1. Developing programs, invoke functions 13.00

2. Data and data types (part 1) 5.00

3. Data and data types (part 2) 5.00

4. Repetition (looping) 12.00

5. Input: obtaining data from outside the program 7.00

6. Choices and conditions 8.00

7. Writing functions with arguments and results 10.00

8. Top-down programming and program structure 8.00

9. Arrays 15.00

10. Text files 7.00

11. Structuring data 10.00

TEXT and MATERIALS required to be PURCHASED or ACCESSED:

Books can be ordered by fax or telephone. For costs and further details use the 'Book Search'
facility at http://bookshop.usq.edu.au by entering the author or title of the text.

House, Ron, 1994 Beginning with C, Nelson ITP, Australia.

Introductory Book, 2002 Course CSC1401 Programming in C, USQ Distance Education
Centre, Toowoomba.

Selected Readings, 2002 Course CSC1401 Programming in C, USQ Distance Education
Centre, Toowoomba.

Study Book, 2002 Course CSC1401 Programming in C, USQ Distance Education Centre,
Toowoomba.

REFERENCE MATERIALS

Reference materials are materials that, if accessed by students, may improve their knowledge
and understanding of the material in the course and enrich their learning experience.

USQ, Mathematics and Computing CDROM available from USQ bookstore.

Course Web Site: http://www.sci.usq.edu.au/courses/CSC1401/

USQ, Mathematics and Computing CDROM available from USQ bookstore.

Johnsonbaugh, R., & Kalin M., 1996 Application Programming in ANSI C, Macmillan,
New York.
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STUDENT WORKLOAD REQUIREMENTS

ACTIVITY HOURS

Examinations 3

Laboratory or Practical
Classes

26

Lectures 13

Private Study 120

ASSESSMENT DETAILS

Description Marks Out of Wtg(%) Required Due Date

ASSIGNMENT 1 100.00 10.00 Y 25 Mar 2002

ASSIGNMENT 2 100.00 10.00 Y 22 Apr 2002

ASSIGNMENT 3 100.00 10.00 Y 03 Jun 2002

COMPULSORY TUTORIAL
QUESTIONS

100.00 20.00 Y 04 Mar 2002

3 HR CLOSED BOOK
EXAMINATION

100.00 50.00 Y END S1
(see note 5)

NOTES:

5. Examination dates will be available during the Semester. Please refer to the
examination timetable when published.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

1 It is the students' responsibility to actively participate in all classes scheduled for
them, and to study all material provided to them or required to be accessed by them
to maximize their chance of meeting the objectives of the course and to be informed
of course-related activities and administration.

2 To be certain of gaining a passing grade in this course, students must gain at least
50% of the marks available for each assessment item, gain at least 50% of the total
marks available for the course and submit at least 75% of the tutorial questions for
this course.

3 Students will require access to an appropriate computer either via the student's own
arrangements or a USQ study centre.

4 Students who obtain an overall passing grade in the assignment/tutorial work, but
who do not perform satisfactorily in an examination, may, at the discretion of the
examiner, be granted a supplementary examination.

5 Students will be granted a deferred examination only if they perform satisfactorily
in all other assessment items.

6 Any supplementary or deferred examinations for this course will be held during
the examination period at the end of the semester of the next offering of this course.
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7 The due date for an assignment is the date by which a student must despatch the
assignment to the USQ. The onus is on the student to provide proof of the despatch
date, if requested by the Examiner. Students must retain a copy of each item
submitted for assessment. This must be produced within five days if required by
the Examiner.

8 In accordance with the University's Assignment Extension Policy (Regulation
5.6.1), the examiner of a course may grant an extension of the due date of an
assignment in extenuating circumstances. This policy may be found in the USQ
Handbook, the Distance Education Student Guide and the Faculty of Sciences'
Orientation Handbook for on-campus students. All students are advised to study
and follow the guidelines associated with this policy. An assignment, submitted
after the due date without an extension approved by the Examiner, will attract a
penalty of 20 percent of the assigned mark for each day (or part thereof) that the
assignment is late.

9 No further assignments will be accepted for assessment purposes after assignments
or sample solutions have been released, except in extenuating circumstances.

10 Assignment 3 for this course will be available on the morning of its release date
(specified in the introductory booklet) from the CSC1401 website at:
http://www.sci.usq.edu.au/courses/CSC1401/

11 Students who apply for extension for assignment 3 will be awarded an incomplete
grade (IDM) at the end of the semester and can only do this assignment the next
time the course is offered. In the event of an extension being granted for this
assignment, the student is still required to sit the exam.

12 Candidates should be aware that the University has policies and regulations
(Regulation 5.6.2.2) about the use of unfair means and electronic devices in an
examination and they should refer to them to determine whether or not actions they
intend to take are acceptable to the University.

13 Closed Examination: a closed examination is an examination where the candidates
are allowed to bring only writing and drawing instruments into the examination.
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